
Using Filters in PLAmetrics 

When comparing the results of your organization with others, you can use filters to 
reduce the number of comparisons included in your report output.  Filters can be 
applied to any data element.  For numeric values, percentage, low and/or high value 
filters can be applied.  For text values, you can select one or more values from the pop-
up settings screen (triggered by selecting the gray filter box). Additionally, you can select 
specific organizations/locations by name. Data elements to be used as filters must be added 
to the report settings, but these data elements can be excluded from the report outputs by 
deselecting the question using the checkbox to the left of each data element. 

Numeric Filters 

i) Percentage values filters will return all libraries that come within plus or minus +/- the 
percentage indicated.  Place percentage value filters under the column for ‘% Filter Low 
>=’.  Include the percentage sign with the value ranging from 1%-99%. 

ii) Low/High range filters will return all libraries that:  
a are greater than or equal to the low value filter 

b are less than or equal to the high value filter 

c match the low/high range specified 

 

The ‘Value’ column shows the data reported for your library.  This is a useful reference when 
setting low/high or percentage value filters.  If your library did not report a value, percentage 
value filters will not work.  The first filter setting column labelled ‘% Filter Low >=’ is used for low 
value filters or percentage filters (e.g., 10%).  The next filter setting column labelled ‘<= Filter 
High’ is used for high value filters.   
 

Text Filters 

iii) When you select the filter field (grayed-out) that is associated text data elements on 
the report, you will see a filter settings screen (pop-up) that enables selection of one or 
more filter values (using the Ctrl-Shift (PC) or Command-Shift (Mac) keys to select 
multiple options). 

 

  
 



 
 

Location Filters 

iv) To include specific locations for comparison select the ‘Locations’ filter featured as 
the first data element in the ‘Report Settings’ screen. You can save your “peer” 
comparison group settings for subsequent reuse in other reports. 

 

You can narrow the search to specific States and/or Provinces and/or use the ‘Expand 
All’ to view libraries for selection.  Check the libraries to include in your “peer” group 
and select ‘Apply’ to apply the locations filter to the report. 

 

Note: Filters can be named and saved for reuse in other reports.  Name the filter (highlighted 
near the bottom of the screen.)  Previously saved filters can be accessed from the Filters select-
list (near the top of the screen).  Use your browser’s find feature (Ctrl-F or Command-F) to 
search for locations by name.  Locations can also be viewed by State/Province. 

  
 


